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Although there have been major advances in eluci-
dating the functional biology of the human brain,
relatively little is known of its cellular and molecular
organization. Here we report a large-scale character-
ization of the expression of 1,000 genes important
for neural functions by in situ hybridization at a
cellular resolution in visual and temporal cortices of
adult human brains. These data reveal diverse gene
expression patterns and remarkable conservation
of each individual gene’s expression among individ-
uals (95%), cortical areas (84%), and between human
and mouse (79%). A small but substantial number of
genes (21%) exhibited species-differential expres-
sion. Distinct molecular signatures, comprised of
genes both common between species and unique
to each, were identified for each major cortical cell
type. The data suggest that gene expression profile
changes may contribute to differential cortical func-
tion across species, and in particular, a shift from
corticosubcortical to more predominant corticocort-
ical communications in the human brain.
INTRODUCTION
The brain is perhaps the most critical contributor to the unique-
ness of human beings (Varki et al., 2008). Individual human
brains exhibit variations in their structural and functional organi-
zation (Mazziotta et al., 2001; Mori et al., 2005), and there is
significant genomic variation across human populations (Durbin
et al., 2010; Sudmant et al., 2010). The genetic diversity within
the human population, combined with variation in environmentalinfluences, sets the stage for functional diversity across indi-
vidual human brains.
During primate evolution the brain has expanded greatly both
in size and complexity, and the greatest expansion occurred in
the human cerebral cortex (Carroll, 2003; Herculano-Houzel,
2009; Rakic, 2009). The cerebral cortex is overall a six-layered
structure that is characterized by the differential prominence of
these layers and by relative abundance and distribution of
many different types of neurons. The expansion of the human
cortex is associated with the prominent appearance and expan-
sion of prefrontal, parietal, and temporal association regions
that are considered to support the greater cognitive abilities of
humans. A large body of evidence has shown that excitatory
and inhibitory cortical neurons, across and within cortical layers,
can be divided into many different types based on their diverse
molecular, morphological, physiological, and connectional prop-
erties, and together form the complex neural circuits of the
cerebral cortex (Ascoli et al., 2008; Douglas and Martin, 2004;
Molyneaux et al., 2007; Somogyi and Klausberger, 2005).
Gene expression change has been considered a major driver
of species differentiation and evolution (King and Wilson,
1975). However, comparative microarray studies have shown
a high degree of conservation across species in overall gene
expression, although there is considerable upregulation of
gene expression in the brains of humans compared to nonhuman
primates (Khaitovich et al., 2006; Preuss et al., 2004; Vallender
et al., 2008). Microarray studies have also revealed distinct
gene expression profiles and coexpression networks associated
with different human brain regions, major cell types, and cellular
processes (Johnson et al., 2009;Miller et al., 2010; Oldham et al.,
2006; Oldham et al., 2008). To date, because such gene
expression profiling studies have typically been performed on
homogenized tissues, we have been unable to discern cellular
heterogeneity as well as spatial localization within the brain.
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expression with high spatial resolution can identify cell type and
other differences in gene expression among brain regions and
among mouse strains with different genetic backgrounds (Lein
et al., 2007; Morris et al., 2010). It is thus critical to examine
gene expression with cellular resolution in the human brain to
elucidate its contribution to cell types, neural circuits, and brain
function.
To this end, we profiled the expression of approximately 1,000
genes in the human visual cortex and midtemporal cortex at
cellular resolution using a standardized in situ hybridization
(ISH) platform, and created a public online database (http://
human.brain-map.org/ish) for this extensive set of high-resolu-
tion human gene expression data. Through detailed analysis of
individual genes, we compared gene expression among individ-
uals and cortical areas, as well as between human and mouse
using the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas data set. We found very little
qualitative gene expression variation between cortical regions
and among individual human subjects. A substantially higher
degree of gene expression variation was observed when com-
paring putatively homologous human and mouse cortical areas.
From these, differential gene expression signatures for different
cortical cell types were derived. This large data set provides
a rich public resource for the study of specific gene functions
and their relation to cortical cell type diversity.
RESULTS
High-Resolution Imaging of Gene Expression
in the Human Cortex
Expression analysis of 995 genes was done by ISH in two func-
tionally distinct cortical regions from multiple postmortem adult
brain specimens: visual cortex (containing Brodmann’s areas
17 and 18), and midtemporal cortex (containing mostly Brod-
mann’s area 21 as well as parts of area 22 and sometimes 20),
from individuals without any known neuropathology or history
of neuropsychiatric illnesses. The visual cortex was chosen as
one of the most studied and well-conserved cortical regions,
allowing comparison of human brain gene expression with anal-
ogous data in mouse (Lein et al., 2007). The midtemporal cortex
was selected as a second, functionally distinct association
region to assess regional difference in gene expression. Each
gene was assayed in two to six brains, with most assayed in
four brains, split approximately equally between men and
women. A total of 46 donor cases (27 men and 19 women)
were used (see Table S1, available online, for case details). About
92 genes were profiled per case. The resulting online resource
includes approximately 31,000 ISH images from this study.
Four categories of genes of broad scientific and clinical
interest were selected: markers of cortical cell types (237 genes),
gene families important to neural function, genes related to
diseases of the central nervous system (382 genes), and genes
identified from comparative genomics (111 genes) (Table S2).
There was considerable overlap of genes across these cate-
gories. The cortical cell-type marker genes comprised genes
identified in the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007) as
having specific or enriched expression in particular cortical
layers, as well as known or putative interneuron, glial, and
vascular markers. The neural function genes included 80% of484 Cell 149, 483–496, April 13, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.all ion channel genes, genes for nearly all neurotransmitter
receptors, and genes for G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs),
transporters, synaptic proteins, and secreted peptide or protein
ligands and their receptors, among others. The disease-related
genes were identified based on published literature as being
relevant to schizophrenia, depression, epilepsy, neurodegenera-
tive diseases, autism spectrum disorders, mental retardation,
microcephaly, and other diseases. They include those genes
linked to a brain disease, known to be involved in physiological
pathways implicated in a disease, or encoding known drug
targets. Lastly, the comparative genomics category comprised
genes identified in the literature as showing accelerated evolu-
tion, being under positive selection, or showing microarray-
based gene expression difference either between rodents and
primates or between nonhuman and human primates (Abrahams
et al., 2007; Burki and Kaessmann, 2004; Ca´ceres et al., 2003;
International HapMap Consortium, 2005; Dorus et al., 2004;
Gibbs et al., 2007; Gilbert et al., 2005; Khaitovich et al., 2005;
Pollard et al., 2006; Redon et al., 2006). Genes with human-
lineage-specific (HLS) amplifications compared to nonhuman
primates were also included (Popesco et al., 2006).
Tissue Quality Validation and Cross-Sample Variation
To control for the inherent tissue quality variation across donors
and specimens, several control genes were assayed in every
tissue block to benchmark tissue and ISH quality (Figure S1A).
Control sections from all tissue blocks were hybridized to probes
forGAP43 andCTNND2, a strongly and amoderately expressed
gene, respectively. In addition, control sections of visual cortex
were hybridized with PCP4 to delineate the boundary of area
17 (primary visual cortex) and area 18 (secondary visual cortex),
and control sections of temporal cortex were hybridized with
CARTPT based on prior literature (Hurd and Fagergren, 2000).
To establish a metric for evaluating tissue quality for ISH
analysis, a modified intensity score (Imod) was calculated for
each control gene and each tissue sample (Supplemental Infor-
mation). The average Imod score for all control genes for each
tissue block was used as an index of tissue quality. An extremely
low average Imod score for a tissue block almost always corre-
lated with lower expression intensities of many other genes
profiled in that block compared to other blocks. There was no
direct correlation between postmortem interval (PMI) or RNA
integrity number (RIN) and the Imod score (data not shown).
Therefore, tissue blocks for which Imod was 2.0 standard devia-
tions (SD) beyond the median Imod value (Imod < 2 [i.e., below
2 SD] or Imod > 4 [i.e., above +2 SD]) were excluded from the
study (Figure S1B).
Analysis of the control genes across all tissue blocks revealed
differing degrees of expression consistency across different
blocks (Figure S1C). GAP43 and PCP4 showed a higher degree
of consistency in expression pattern and level, with deviations in
only 7% and 21% of tissue samples, respectively. CTNND2 and
CARTPT showed less consistency, and there were deviations in
31% and 41% of samples, respectively. Variation in expression
levels of CTNND2 often correlated with Imod of the tissue block,
indicating that as a moderate- to low-expressing gene CTNND2
may be more sensitive to tissue quality variation. Expression of
CARTPT appeared to be independent of tissue quality variation.
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Figure 1. Range of Gene Expression Profiles
(A) Percentages of genes with different expression levels (high, medium, or low) or patterns (widespread, laminar, scattered/sparse, or not determined due to low
or no expression) among different gene families. See also Figure S1, Tables S1 and S2.
(B) Diverse expression levels and patterns of the voltage-gated potassium channel subfamily. The phylogenetic tree (including the asterisks) is adopted from Yu
and Catterall (2004) with permission.Differential Expression across Genes
Analysisof theentire geneset revealsabroad rangeof expression
patterns, consistent with the diverse functions of these genes. To
compare expression effectively, and because of the intrinsic
variation of postmortem human tissues and limited sample sizes,
a rigorous manual scoring system was used to characterize the
level (Figure S1D) and spatial pattern (Figure S1E) of expression
for each gene (see Table S2 for detailed scoring of each gene).
Overall, 79% of the genes were expressed above background.
There was little correlation between expression characteristics
and gene category. Similar distributions of expression patterns
and levels were represented within each gene category (Fig-
ure 1A), indicating that related genes could contribute differen-
tially to the functions of different cell populations.
For example, the voltage-gated potassium channels, a 17-
gene subfamily of the ion channel gene family, comprises fourgroups with distinct physiological properties: Kv1, Kv2, Kv3,
and Kv4 (Yu and Catterall, 2004) (Figure 1B). Genes within
each group exhibited differential expression, suggesting that
different cell types have different compositions of potassium
channels that could result in different excitability properties.
The Kv3-type genes showed predominantly scattered patterns,
consistent with preferential expression in interneurons. The
Kv1-type genes included those showing interneuron preference
(e.g.,KCNA2) and laminar enrichment in excitatory neurons (e.g.,
KCNA1 and KCNA6), as well as low or no expression.
Comparing Expression across Cortical Regions
Many genes exhibit differential expression across cortical layers
and thus can delineate anatomical boundaries and fine cytoarch-
itectural differences. In this study, the most prominent boundary
is between primary and secondary visual cortices. Area 17 isCell 149, 483–496, April 13, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 485
Figure 2. Cortical Regional Variation of Gene Expression
(A) Examples of genes defining the regional boundary between areas 17 and 18. For each gene, a Nissl-stained section (upper left panel) is shown alongside an
ISH section (lower left panel) with enlarged views of areas 17 and 18 (middle and right panels). Arrowheads point to the visible borders between areas 17 and 18.
(B) Examples of geneswith differential expression in areas 17 and 18. TLE4 has denser expression in layer 6 of area 17 than 18. Expression ofSST is largely absent
in layer 4 of area 17 but not 18.
(C) Examples of geneswith differential expression in areas 18 and 21.GRIN3A hasmore enriched expression in layer 5 of area 21 but not 18. Expression ofSCN3B
is lower in layer 4 of area 18 but not 21.
(D) Examples of genes with differential expression among areas 17, 18 and 21. Cortical layers are labeled on the right side of the figure.anatomically characterized in anthropoid primates by a uniquely
expanded layer 4 that is further divided into sublayers 4A, 4B,
4Ca, and 4Cb. Over 15% of the genes showed a clear expres-486 Cell 149, 483–496, April 13, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.sion pattern change at this boundary (Figure 2A and Table S2),
often due to higher or lower expression in layer 4 compared
to other layers. For example, DKK3 exhibited a fairly uniform
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Figure 3. Individual Variation of Gene Expression
Three gene examples are shown, each with sections from three different donor specimens. Numbers shown next to each donor are Imod values for each tissue
block. For VAMP1 both areas 17 and 18 are shown, whereas forRELN andDISC1, only area 17 is shown. The arrow points to the expression ofRELN in layer 4C of
just one donor. Cortical layers are labeled on the edges of the figure.expression across layers 2 through 6, but not in layer 4, in which
markedly lower expression was seen in area 17. PCP4 expres-
sion is generally enriched in layers 5 and 6 but is also prominently
expressed in layer 4c in area 17. SYT6 has much stronger
expression in layer 6 of area 17 than that of area 18. CTNNB1
has prominent expression in layer 4 of area 18 instead of area 17.
In the regional comparison among areas 17, 18, and 21, 84%
of the genes exhibited consistent expression patterns across the
three areas. For the 16% of genes showing an expression
pattern difference between any two of the three areas (Table
S2), most differences could be attributed to the unique cytoarch-
itecture of area 17 (Figures 2A and 2B). Gene expression
patterns were similar between areas 18 and 21 for the vast
majority of the genes, and there were only subtle cytoarchitec-
tural difference. Only 4% of genes exhibited expression pattern
difference between areas 18 and 21 (Table S2), for example
GRIN3A and SCN3B (Figure 2C), with a very small subset
showing differential expression in all three regions, such as
PENK, KCNC3, and SYT2 (Figure 2D).
Comparing Expression across Individuals
Individual donor comparison to assess expression difference for
each gene is confounded by tissue quality variation, especially
for expression level. To assess whether an expression level
difference reflected tissue integrity or a donor difference, a Pear-
son rank correlation was performed on genes showing signifi-cant difference in intensity level (Supplemental Information).
Only genes with level variations showing no significant correla-
tion with tissue integrity were considered as having donor
difference.
Overall, 46 genes (5%) were determined to show donor varia-
tion in expression pattern or level (Table S2 and Supplemental
Information). For example, RELN, which shows layer-1-specific
expression, was also detected in layer 4C cells in some cases;
DISC1 exhibited robust expression in scattered layers 1 and 2
cells in a subset of cases, and VAMP1 had variable expression
levels across different cases (Figure 3). The donor difference
for RELN was validated by RT-qPCR on laser capture microdis-
sected layer 4C tissues from the three donors shown in Figure 3
(DCp values between RELN andGAPDH control are 8.3 ± 0.3 for
donor 1, 9.2 ± 0.2 for donor 2, and 9.1 ± 0.2 for donor 3, means ±
SD; p < 0.01 for both donors 1–2 and 1–3 comparisons,
Student’s t test).
Comparing Expression between Species
To explore the degree of conservation between human and
a widely used animal model system, the mouse, we performed
a systematic comparison of gene expression between human
and mouse visual cortex on 941 genes with orthologs and
expression data in both species. Because of the inevitable tissue
quality difference between the two species and the demon-
strated impact of tissue quality on expression intensity, onlyCell 149, 483–496, April 13, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 487
Figure 4. Gene Expression Difference between Human and Mouse
(A) Examples of genes with a variety of differential expression patterns between human and mouse visual cortices. Human area 17 is shown for ANXA1, BCL6,
GRIK1, HCN1, NNAT, PDYN, and RELN. Human area 18 is shown for CALB1, CRYM, and NPY. Mouse areas are corresponding to each gene’s human area
shown. Corresponding layers of human and mouse are marked on left.
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particularly striking expression level differences (e.g., +
versus +++ or more) were called out. The comparison included
both primary and secondary cortical areas (i.e., both areas 17
and 18 in human), and any significant difference in either area
was recorded.
Overall, gene expression showed a high degree of concor-
dance between mouse and human visual cortices, and only
21% of the genes (199 genes) showed moderate or marked
difference in either expression patterns or levels (Table S2). A
wide range of pattern differences was observed, often restricted
to particular anatomical domains or cell populations (Figure 4A).
Examples include increased expression in human in specific
layers (e.g.,ANXA1 andNNAT) or overall (e.g.,BCL6); decreased
expression density (e.g., NPY); decreased expression in specific
layers (e.g., CALB1,GRIK1, and RELN); shifted localization from
one layer to another (e.g., CRYM and SYT2) or from laminar to
scattered (e.g., HCN1 and PDYN), etc. As an extreme example,
CARTPT expression was variable in all three aspects—among
regions (human areas 17/18 versus 21, or mouse visual versus
somatosensory cortices), individuals, and species (Figure 4B).
The proportion of genes with similar or variable cross-species
expression was generally consistent across different gene cate-
gories (Figure 4C). For example, the disease genes (354) and
comparative genomics genes (95) showed similarly low cross-
species variability, with only 13% and 23%exhibiting expression
difference, respectively. Inmarked contrast, the cell-typemarker
gene category exhibited significantly more cross-species differ-
ence. Approximately 50% of the 237 genes identified as cortical
markers in the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas expressed differently in
human. Among these, 59% of the laminar markers and 41% of
the putative interneuron markers from mouse showed expres-
sion difference in human, whereas glial and vascular marker
expression was relatively conserved. Because additional genes
dropped out due to weak expression in mouse and undetectable
in human (although not scored as ‘‘different’’) as well as 25 newly
identified human marker genes, a total of 165 genes were desig-
nated as human cortical markers (Table S2) and among these
38%had human-mouse difference in expression pattern or level.
Looking at functional classes of genes, which overlap with the
cortical markers, several showed high cross-species expression
variation (Figure 4C). These include secreted protein (48%),
extracellular matrix (50%), cell adhesion (36%), and peptide
ligand (31%) genes, which are interestingly all involved in inter-
cellular communication. Overall, cortical marker genes ac-
counted for 68% of the total 199 genes having cross-species
difference. Of the remaining genes with differences, some also
have nonuniform expression patterns. Therefore, the small
proportion of genes exhibiting differential expression in the visual
cortex between human and mouse contains predominantly
genes showing unique and nonwidespread expression patterns.(B) CARTPT has different expression patterns both across species and among d
MS1,mouse primary somatosensory cortex; MV1,mouse primary visual cortex; M
areas 17, 18, and 21. Cortical layers are labeled on the left for mouse and right f
(C) Percent of genes in each gene category exhibiting human-mouse difference i
showing expression difference and the total number of genes in that category ar
(D) Cross-species comparison in both visual (vis) and temporal (te) cortices. The
human-mouse expression difference (level or pattern combined) in either visual oWeexamined a group of genes hypothesized to be under posi-
tive selection or HLS genes that have increased copy number
along the human lineage (Popesco et al., 2006; Sikela, 2006).
Nearly all of these genes, including those only present in human,
were found to be expressed in human cortex, mostly in wide-
spread pattern with variable expression levels (Figure S2 and
Table S2). Among the genes present in both species, substan-
tially more genes showed increased expression in human than
decreased expression (number of genes 16:4, see Figure S2B
for examples). These results indicate that the HLS genes may
have more significant roles in the function of human brain.
Toextend thehuman-mousecomparison toamultimodal asso-
ciation area, we compared human area 21 with the caudal part of
mouse temporal association cortex (TEa), likely to be the closest
homolog of area 21. Because TEa can only be unambiguously
identified in mouse coronal sections, only 611 genes that have
mouse coronal data in Allen Mouse Brain Atlas were included in
this analysis. Gene expression again showed a high degree of
concordance between the two temporal cortical areas, similar
to the visual areas (Table S2). Among the 611 genes, expression
difference between human and mouse visual cortices was seen
in 159genes (26%), andanexpressiondifferencebetweenhuman
andmouse temporal corticeswasseen in in 149genes (24%). The
majority (126) of these genes showed expression difference in
both types of comparison, and only a small number of genes
showed unique difference in one cortical area (5% visual area
only and 4% temporal area only) (Figure 4D). In addition, similar
to the above cortical region comparison in human, a small degree
of expression difference was observed between mouse TEa and
primary visual cortex (V1) (6%), as well as between TEa and the
adjacent mouse auditory cortex A1/A2 (3%). These results
suggest that primary and association cortical areas have a similar
degree of cross-species gene expression differences.
Distinct Molecular Signatures of Cortical Cell Types
Despite the relatively large proportion of genes showing cross-
species expression difference at either levels or patterns, many
of the marker genes labeled similar cell types in mouse and
human, supporting their functional conservation (Figure 5 and
Figure S3). These include 56 laminar markers, 61 putative inter-
neuron markers, 12 putative astrocyte markers, 10 oligodendro-
cyte markers, and 3 vascular markers (Table S2). (It should be
noted that ‘‘putative’’ means the identities of the labeled cells
cannot be ascertained purely by the scattered ISH patterns.
We cross-referenced previous studies [Cahoy et al., 2008] to
assign some of the new interneuron or astrocyte marker genes.)
These conserved markers offer useful tools for labeling and
studying specific cell populations.
On the other hand, a similarly large number of genes were
found to label specific cell types uniquely in one speciesifferent cortical regions within a species. The following abbreviations are used:
TEa,mouse temporal association cortex; and H 17, H 18, H 21, human cortical
or human.
n expression (level or pattern combined) in visual cortex. The number of genes
e shown in parentheses above each bar. See also Figure S2.
pie chart shows the number and percentage of genes (out of 611 total) with
r temporal comparisons.
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(Table S2). The combination of common and unique marker
genes thus provides a distinct molecular signature for each cell
type in each species. Below we present a detailed analysis of
gene expression in different cortical neuronal cell types.
Layer-Specific Excitatory Neuronal Cell Types
Cortical excitatory neurons in different layers are believed to
have differential input/output connections and play distinct roles
in the cortical circuits (Douglas and Martin, 2004). Layer 4
neurons are the main targets of thalamocortical inputs. Layer 5
and 6 neurons mainly send output projections to various sub-
cortical and contralateral regions. Layer 2 and 3 neurons mainly
mediate intracortical connections both locally and distantly.
Layers 2 and 3 in human and other primates are greatly
expanded compared to mouse, suggesting the occurrence of
a substantially increased intracortical connectivity in human
(Marı´n-Padilla, 1992). As shown in Figure 6, clustering of layer-
specific marker genes in human and mouse visual cortex
demonstrates that each layer can be identified by a set of
common genes and a set of species-unique genes. In addition,
two prominent features emerged. First, a large set of genes
with specific expression in mouse layer 5 (36 genes, 51% of all
mouse layer 5 expressing markers, some shown by the orange
bars in Figure 6) have greatly diminished or no specific expres-
sion in human layer 5 (see examples in Figure 7A, as well as
BCL6, HCN1, and RELN in Figure 4). Second, another set of
genes (indicated by the green bar in Figure 6, as well as several
nonmarker genes such as KCNC3, NEFH, and VAMP1) have
greatly enhanced expression in the large pyramidal neurons in
human layer 3 (mainly in association areas 18 and 21, see exam-
ples in Figure 7B, as well as KCNC3, VAMP1, and CRYM in
Figures 2, 3, and 4). Interestingly, some of these genes (linked
by green lines in Figure 6) exhibited a shift of expression from
preferentially layer 5 in mouse to preferentially layer 3 in human
(see NEFH, SCN4B, and SYT2 in Figure 7B). Being mostly
ion channels (e.g., SCN4B and KCNC3), neurofilament (e.g.,
NEFH), adhesion (e.g., MFGE8), secreted (e.g., LGALS1), and
synaptic (e.g., SYT2 and VAMP1) genes, we hypothesize that
these genes label and support a unique set of human layer 3
pyramidal neurons that may have human (or primate)-specific
long-range intracortical projections.
Cortical Interneurons
Different types of cortical interneurons are traditionally marked
by a set of calcium binding proteins (e.g., PVALB, CALB1, and
CALB2), neuropeptides (e.g., CCK, CORT, CRH, NPY, PDYN,
PNOC, SST, TAC1, TAC3, and VIP) or other genes (e.g., NOS1,
RELN, and TH), which are partially correlated with the morpho-
logical, connectional, and physiological properties of interneuron
subtypes in rodent and primate studies (Ascoli et al., 2008;Mark-
ram et al., 2004; Zaitsev et al., 2009). Genes involved in GABA
synthesis or transport are also paninterneuron markers (e.g.,Figure 5. Cell-Type Marker Genes Conserved between Human and Mo
(A) Examples of genes with specific or enriched expression in different cortical la
mouse are marked on left. Enriched expression patterns: C4orf31, layer 1; RASGR
layers 5/6; NTNG2, layer 6; TLE4, layer 6; and CTGF, layer 6B. Putative interneu
(B) Laminar delineation seen in human visual cortical sections under low magnific
from a common tissue block, and those forRASGRF2, TRIB2,NTNG2, andCTGFw
17 and 18. Lines indicate pial surface within the sulci.GAD1,GAD2, SLC32A1, and SLC6A1). Nearly all of these genes
(except CCK) were found to have interneuron-specific expres-
sions that were well conserved between mouse and human
(with the exception of CALB1, CORT, CRH, NPY, and PDYN).
Even the laminar pattern exhibited by some genes was
conserved: CALB2, TAC3, and VIP were enriched in superficial
layers in both mouse and human (Figure 5A), and TH labeled
a sparse population of cells in layer 6 in both mouse and human.
Of the differentially expressed genes, CORT, NPY, and PDYN all
showed a dramatic reduction in the number and density of
labeled cells in human (see Figure 4A for NPY and PDYN). In
addition to these well-known interneuron markers, a number of
new putative interneuron marker genes as well as genes with en-
riched expression in interneurons were identified, again some
are common between human and mouse and others are differ-
entially expressed (Table S2). These include subtypes of potas-
sium channels (e.g., HCN1, KCNC1, KCNC2, KCNC3, and
KCNAB1) and glutamate receptors (e.g., GRIK1 and GRIN3A),
which were hypothesized to define electrophysiological proper-
ties of different interneuron types (Markram et al., 2004).
Cortical Subplate and White Matter Neurons
There are generally two types of subplate neurons in the adult
cortex. The first is the so-called layer 6B neurons, which are
mostly excitatory (Ayoub and Kostovic, 2009; Hoerder-Suabe-
dissen et al., 2009). Layer 6B is present in both human and
mouse cortex and was found to be labeled by a common set
of genes (i.e., ADRA2A, CTGF, and NR4A2; Figure 5A and Fig-
ure 6). In addition, another set of genes was found to be ex-
pressed specifically in mouse layer 6B only (Figure 6). The
second type is only present in human white matter (WM) and is
known as interstitial neurons (Sua´rez-Sola et al., 2009). These
neurons are mostly GABAergic but also heterogeneous. Indeed,
we found that all the above-mentioned interneuronmarker genes
were sparsely expressed in WM with variable densities. NPY,
NOS1, and SST, as well as paninterneuron genes SLC6A1 and
SLC6A12 had more prominent expression in WM than other
interneuron markers (Figure S4). In particular, NPY-positive
and NOS1-positive cells were more strongly expressed in WM
than in cortical layers. On the other hand, we also found very
significant expression of the glutamatergic neuronal marker
SLC17A7 aswell as the layer 6BmarkerCTGF inWM (Figure S4).
These findings indicate the heterogeneous nature ofWM intersti-
tial neurons, and the identified genes could help to differentiate
potential subtypes.
DISCUSSION
A variety of expression patterns is seen among the genes,
ranging from highly localized or very sparse to widespread and
dense. Despite the expression pattern heterogeneity amonguse
yers or different interneuron populations. Corresponding layers of human and
F2, layers 2/3; CUX2, layers 2/3/4; RORB, layer 4; TRIB2, layer 5A; B3GALT2,
rons: CALB2, ERBB4, PVALB, TAC3, and VIP. See also Figure S3.
ation. For direct comparisons, sections for CUX2, RORB, and B3GALT2 were
ere from another tissue block. Arrowheads point to the borders between areas
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Figure 6. Species-Differential Molecular Signa-
tures of Cortical Layers
Mouse (left panel) and human (right panel) marker genes
with selective expression in specific cortical layer(s) are
clustered based on layers. Layers aremarked at the top of
each panel. Layer(s) with predominant or secondary
expression for each gene is labeled in dark or light blue,
respectively. Names of the marker genes appearing in
both mouse and human panels are shown in black, and
names of those unique to mouse or human are shown in
red. For each layer, the common set of mouse and human
genes labeling the same layer are linked by black lines.
The genes labeling different layers between mouse and
human are linked by red lines, except that the genes with
a switch from predominantly layer 5 or layers 5/6
expression in mouse to predominantly layer 3 or layers
2/3 expression in human are linked by green lines. The
cluster of human genes showing a human-specific layer 3
expression pattern is indicated by a green vertical bar to
the right of the human panel. The clusters of mouse genes
showing mouse-specific layer 5 expression are indicated
by the orange vertical bars to the left of the mouse panel.
See also Figure S4.the genes, each gene’s expression pattern is remarkably well
conserved across the two cortical regions, among different
individual subjects, and between human and mouse, for the492 Cell 149, 483–496, April 13, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.majority of genes. This finding is consistent
with previous microarray gene expression
profiling studies (Ca´ceres et al., 2003; Gu and
Gu, 2003; Johnson et al., 2009; Miller et al.,
2010; Oldham et al., 2008), extending the
conclusion further by providing cellular-level
details. However, it should be noted that this
study provides qualitative, not quantitative,
assessment, because of the small number of
specimens used for each gene and the difficulty
in quantifying anatomical data in such a large,
anatomically irregular data set. Therefore,
small, quantitative changes could have been
missed in the current analysis, although the
overall trends strongly favor consistency.
Importantly, the majority of the genes carrying
out essential neural functions and the genes
implicated in brain diseases have well-
conserved expression in all aspects of compar-
ison. Also, the identification of genes with
unique expression patterns that are conserved
in mouse and human, especially the cortical
cell-type markers, provides a form of validation
for the functional relevance of these marker-
defined cell types and offers a means to track
these cell types and investigate variations in
different cortical regions or under various
mutant or disease conditions.
A small percentage of genes did show
substantial expression differences among
human individuals (5%) or between human
and mouse (21%). Considering that only twocortical regions were analyzed, extrapolating to the whole brain,
it is possible that a larger portion of genes would exhibit localized
expression difference somewhere in the brain. Interestingly,
Figure 7. Downregulation of Layer 5 and Upregulation of Layer 3 Gene Expression in the Human Cortex
(A) Representative genes with layer-5-specific or enriched expression in mouse but not human visual cortex. Expression changes include absence of layer 5
(or 5/6) expression in human (C20orf103,DEPDC6, andMYL4), change from layer 5 enriched inmouse to scattered or widespread in human (NRIP3 and PARM1),
and much sparser layer 5 expression in human (VAT1L).
(B) Representative genes with enhanced layer 3 expression in human associational cortex. The sparse (SNCG) or layer 5 enriched expression (NEFH,SCN4B, and
SYT2) in mouse area V2 (left panels) is in striking contrast with the specific (SCN4B and SYT2) or prominent (NEFH and SNCG) expression in layer 3 of human area
18 (middle panels, enlarged view; right panels, lowermagnification showing the continuous band of layer 3 expression throughout the area). Corresponding layers
of human (H) and mouse (M) are marked on left.
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most of the genes showing cross-species expression difference
in this study have distinct, nonwidespread expression patterns,
suggesting that genes localized to discrete cell populations
also tend to be more susceptible to changes in gene expression
control or regulation. This could indicate a lesser selection pres-
sure on these genes or that distinct, subtle changes may be
opted for in species divergence than global changes.
We investigated in detail gene expression patterns in all major
cortical neuronal cell types. A large panel of genes was found to
have selective expression in one or more cell types. These
include both designated cell-type ‘‘markers’’ as well as other
genes that havemore complex expression patterns but nonethe-
less display preference for certain cell types. Each neuronal cell
type can be identified by a unique set of genes, composed of
those with similar expression patterns in human and mouse
and those with species-specific patterns. This suggests that
the same cell types can have both similar and distinct properties
or functions between human and mouse, and the distinct gene
profiles can provide an informative means to elucidate such
similarity or difference.
Specifically, the WM interstitial neurons are a primate-specific
population and have been implicated in psychiatric diseases
such as schizophrenia (Sua´rez-Sola´ et al., 2009), although their
function remains poorly understood. Here we show that the
WM neurons are composed of glutamatergic, GABAergic, and
peptidergic neurons and express a diversity of genes. Further
investigation of these genes could help to identify different
subtypes and lead to understanding of their properties.
The GABAergic interneurons within the cortical layers have
huge diversity in structure and function in both mouse and
human (Ascoli et al., 2008; Markram et al., 2004). Again we
identified well-known as well as novel interneuron markers and
other genes with common or differential expression patterns in
both species. Furthermore, a major cross-species distinction
during development is that, whereas rodent cortical interneurons
are almost exclusively generated in the ganglionic eminence (GE)
and migrate into cortex, primate cortical interneurons are gener-
ated both in the GE at earlier stage and in the ventricular
and subventricular zones (VZ and SVZ) at later stage (Petanjek
et al., 2009). In human, GE-originated interneurons preferentially
express NPY, NOS1, and SST, whereas VZ/SVZ-originated
interneurons preferentially express CALB2. This correlates
well with our finding that NPY, NOS1, and SST have an
enriched presence in the WM, and CALB2 is enriched in super-
ficial layers. Further, although our analysis is not quantitative,
higher-density expression of CALB2 can be seen in human
cortex, especially area 21, pointing to potentially increased func-
tion of CALB2-positive interneurons (e.g., the double-bouquet
cells) in human.
A surprising finding is the dramatic shift of cortical-layer-
specific gene expression patterns. More than half of the genes
with robust layer-5-specific expression patterns in mouse have
diminished or no specific expression in human layer 5 neurons.
This may serve as an example that one should be cautious in
translating mouse studies of cell types into human situations.
At the same time, increased expression in superficial layers,
especially in the large layer 3 pyramidal neurons throughout
areas 18 and 21, is seen in a set of genes that include major494 Cell 149, 483–496, April 13, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.neurofilament, synaptic, and ion channel genes. This result is
consistent with the notion that, with the great expansion of
cortical surface and the thickening of layers 2 and 3 in the human
cortex, intracortical connections linking distant cortical areas
may be critically contributing to the more advanced cortical
function in human. And it suggests that these large layer 3
neurons may be a main neuronal type mediating such cortico-
cortical connections, consistent with tracing studies in monkeys
(Hof et al., 1995).
In conclusion, a large number of genes related to neural
functions were profiled in an unprecedented scale with cellular
resolution in two cortical regions of human brains, revealing
a wide range of distinct expression patterns in different cell types
or populations. Each gene’s unique expression pattern was
remarkably conserved across individual human brains, support-
ing the notion that despite substantial structural and functional
variability among individuals, the basic cellular composition
and gene expression profiles of the human brain are fundamen-
tally similar, variations probably being reflected in more subtle
ways. This large data set also enabled a detailed comparison
of gene expression between human and mouse cerebral cortex,
revealing cross-species conservation and divergence of gene
expression at anatomical and cell-type levels. These results
support the use of mouse as a goodmodel system for the under-
standing of human brain function while pointing out important
differences in the cellular organization between mouse and
human brains and the differential functions individual genes
may play in each species.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Tissue Processing and In Situ Gene Expression Profiling
The process, equipment, and workflow for generation of gene expression data
in human cortex closely follows that described for generation of the Allen
Mouse Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007) with some adaptation to manage specific
challenges posed by working with human tissue (see ‘‘In situ hybridization in
the Allen Human Brain Atlas’’ white paper as well as the Extended Experi-
mental Procedures for detailed methodology).
Postmortem Human Tissue
Frozen postmortem tissue samples from adult male and female subjects at
least 20 years of age were provided by the brain tissue collection of the Section
on Neuropathology of the Clinical Disorders Branch; Genes, Cognition, and
Psychosis Program; Intramural Research Program; National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH); National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD. Tissue was also
obtained from the University of Miami Brain Endowment Bank, University of
Miami Miller School of Medicine, Miami, FL. Specimens from the NIMH collec-
tion were processed and characterized as previously described (Lipska et al.,
2006). Subjects selected for this study had normal neuropathological examina-
tion results and no known history of neuropsychiatric disease. Cases with
evidence of drug use, drug overdose, or poisoning, or with suicide as cause
of death were excluded.
Probe Design and Synthesis
Digoxigenin-labeled riboprobes were designed and synthesized following
previously described methods (Lein et al., 2007) with some modification.
Briefly, probes were designed to be between 400–1000 bp in length (opti-
mally > 600 bp) and to contain no more than 200 bp with > 90% homology
to nontarget transcripts. In addition, to allow comparability of mouse and
human gene expression data sets, each human probe was designed to
have > 50% overlap with the existing Allen Mouse Brain Atlas probe when
the mouse and human genes were orthologous.
Laser Capture Microdissection and RT-qPCR
After tissue was validated, 20 mm tissue sections were collected onto PEN
(polyethylene napththalate) membrane slides for laser capturemicrodissection
(LCM) or standard glass slides for ISH and thionin-based Nissl staining,
respectively. LCM was performed using a Leica LMD6000 system on prede-
fined layer 4C of area 17 for RNA isolation. An equal amount (100 ng) of total
RNA was used to make cDNA. Real-time qPCR was conducted with a gene-
specific primer pair as well as a positive control primer pair of GAPDH with
the Roche LightCycler 480 system and SYBR Green PCRMaster Mix (Roche).
Difference in number of cycles needed to reach a threshold level of fluores-
cence with gene-specific primers as compared with GAPDH primers (DCp)
was used as measure of relative mRNA abundance.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and four figures, and two tables and can be found with this article online at
doi:10.1016/j.cell.2012.02.052.
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